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My Xiaomi Mi MIX 2S is Android 9. 0 3 good question. I'm also curious. if meizu does not support their devices, my 16th will be the first and last phone of this brand. Although the equipment itself is beautiful and very effective. Same here, this is my first meizu and android device after years using iphone and iOS. When I saw it I wasn't even sure that Meizu
16th would get Android 9.0 I was in shock. It's a brand new phone and I loved the pie, but when I saw it I'm not sure I'm surprised because it's the flagship phone. I'm really happy with the phone but there are still some bugs and just like all the products it needs support. If Meizu decides not to support the products sooner or later they will lose out in this
competition. I checked this forum and I don't see any items or information even for flyme 7.2 updates and I saw Chinese and global firware also have different support. Everything is so complicated and dirty, it feels like this place is abandoned and no support. As an 8 year old iOS user, when I saw Meizu 16th I really liked the phone and bought one. I
recommend this product to all my friedns and the environment when they ask. After I got one I planned to buy another Meizu 16th for my wife, but after I saw this weak support no certainty I'm waiting to see how support meizu is for my product because there are so many complaining about the old support device. Totally agree with xuadrox. The device is
awesome, but the problems with support and firmware makes me nuts. I also expect to get Android 9 soon, but for now I'm not sure if that's possible, so I'll probably never buy any Miezu device again if nothing changes. You can only agree. I have the Meizu 16 Global version. Support for software updates seems to be very limited Wich is a real shame on a
device like this. The equipment is really good. Finetune is a bit with the software and it's a very good phone indeed. In addition, customer support is a joke. They clearly don't understand English or anything. Guys, please be realistic. It will never get Android 9 because meizu global support is dead. You buy it at 8.1 and it will die with 8.1. He's got terrible
support. Why doesn't the chief staff care about this? That's a really good question. P.S. I don't understand what a problem to update rums at the same time with the Chinese. 16th get already 5!!! Updates, Global have 1 worste update. Even the moderators run away from the meizu. Edited by MarsUM in 2019-02-03 04:08 Meizu should not aim for the global
market yet. I bought the 16th two weeks ago. The phone feels premium, looks Ok. It's very fast, the interesting fingerprint works great and it has a good sound. But flyme, myself, made me think to get a new phone. Usually I switch phones every 2 months, but this is the second phone, after the iPhone se, that I decided to change this quickly. Again, the main
reason is the flyme. I'm used to customs modifications, and especially Chinese, but flyme is too inconvenient if you compare it with others like MIUI. It doesn't seem logical or intuitive. There's not enough costumes. And not all, simple functions, work well. For example - why can't I just change the home screen grid? Splitsceen-so much excessive movement.
The appearance of flyme is another conversation. It's not ulgy, but it looks old. The system font is terrible. The calculator is good. ;-) So in conclusion I would like to say that- I would not advise buying this phone or any other models made by Meizu, yet. However, if nothing happens to their politics. I had a essentiall ph1 spring 2018 and had a pretty stable pie
already at the time. There is no desire to have an outdated device. Meizu should understand this only good equipment means nothing. Good hardware and software means something. If they don't realize this soon or later they will lose. It was about two weeks that 7.2a goes out on Chinese products and we are still waiting at 7.1.1.1g it is not acceptable. If
you don't plan to maintain your devices, you shouldn't sell at all. 2-3 years old Chinese brands are getting Pie updates and still we don't know whether even we get a pie or not on this called flagship phone. It's a great shame for such a great device. Planning to buy more Meizu products like Bluetooth headphones etc, but they free me if it continues so.
Otherwise I will sell my device and never look back. . I don't want to deal with this firmware buggy. Page 2 What's on Android 9.0 Pie? Android 9.0 Pie is the 9th iteration and major update to Google's Android OS. The new Android Pie brings several changes to the design of the successor to Android Oreo, but the most notable of these is the gesture based on
the navigation system. Other features of Android 9 Pie are new fast custom interface design settings, redesigned volume slider, Advanced BATTERY-enabled AI, Notch Support, Improved Adaptive Brightness, Manual Choice Theme, Android Dashboard, which Google calls digital well-being, and other features. What is the Resurrection Remix? This ROM will
only work on this device, don't try this on any other device. Follow the steps correctly otherwise you can brick your device. We are not responsible for any damage to your phone. It will erase all your data, so we advise you to first take a full backup of your phone and then continue. Make sure your phone has at least 50-60% charged to prevent an accidental
outage in between the process. 1. First download and install custom recovery on your device (TWRP recommended) If you set, then skip this step. 2. Download the ROM and Gapps .zip file and store it on your device's internal storage or SD map. 3. Now, load the device into TWRP recovery mode. (if you don't know how to download a device in twrp
recovery, then you can search for it on Google) 4. Now in Create a nandroid to back up your device for the safe side. If something goes wrong, you can recover back to your old ROM. (How to take Nandroid backup) 5. Now do a factory reboot of your device, Goto Wipe, Advanced Wipe, Select Cache, Dalvik Cache, System and Data. Then swipe to rub. 6.
Now go back to the main TWRP menu by clicking the Center navigation button. 7. Now select install, find ROM mail file and swipe to confirm Flash. 8. After a flashing conclusion, Flash Gapps is fine. 9. Once Gapps flashes, select the Wipe/dalvik cache on the bottom left of the screen and swipe the napkin. 10. Once you've finished wipe, click on the restart
system. That's all Now you have successfully installed the Last Android on your device, the first download will take some time, so please don't panic! If you have any questions regarding the ROM or installation process, use the comments section below to contact us or contact members of the XDA forum here. Meizu 16th launched in August 2018. The
smartphone came out of the box with Android 8.1 Oreo. Here we will guide you on how to download and install the Android 9.0 Pie update for Meizu 16th. You can enjoy a real sweet Android Pie with this Ported ROM. Google has finally released the 9th iteration of Android OS called Android 9.0 Pie. The rental update for Pixel-supported devices and several
other OEM is supported with Android beta. After putting Android users through four beta versions of Android P, Google named Android 9.0 as Android Pie. It is expected that in the coming months all devices that have been signed up to the beta version of the Android P program including OnePlus 6, Oppo R15 Pro, Vivo X21 and more will receive an Android
P update in the first place. The Meizu 16 is powered by a qualcomm Snapdragon 845 chipset combined with 6/8GB of RAM and 64/128GB of internal storage. The device came out of the box with Android 8.0 Oreo under FlyMe and is backed by a 3010 mAh battery (uncollected). As for the camera, the device has a dual camera setup with 12MP and 20MP
primary sensors and a selfie camera with a 20MP lens. Another connectivity option includes 4G-VoLTE, GPS, Glonass, Bluetooth, Mobile Hotspot, Accelerometer, Ambient Light Sensor, Gyroscope, Proximity Sensor, and Compass/Magnetometer. Etc. Meizu 16th came with a fingerprint sensor under the display. What's on Android 9.0 Pie? Android 9.0 Pie is
the 9th iteration and major update to Google's Android OS. The new Android Pie brings several changes to the design of the successor to Android Oreo, but the most notable of these is the gesture based on the navigation system. Other Android 9 Pie features are the new quick settings interface design, redesigned volume slider, Advanced battery with AI
support, Notch support, Improved adaptive brightness, manual theme selection, Android Dashboard, which Google calls digital well-being, and more (su_youtube_advanced URL controls'alt'no Features Android 9.0 Pie: Indoor Navigation with Wi-Fi RTT Gesture Navigation Dashboard Timer Wind Down Notch Support Action and Slices Block Mode Increase
in Text Smarter Channels Notifications Improvement in Messages Increased Default Https security for apps Pair up to 5 Bluetooth Devices Alerts tone notify the recording call Media Panel UI change support for the image HEIF and HDR VP9 video format Autofill in browsers 157 new emoticons Ambient Display for battery Percentage adaptive battery
adaptive brightness ART improvements Read also: Top 10 Features Android 9.0 Pie Update If you're looking To install the latest version of Android OS on your device, please follow this guide below to enjoy the Android 9.0 Pie update for Meizu 16th. Make sure you unlock the Bootloader and install TWRP Recovery on Meizu 16th. Preliminary details:
su_note note_color #fee9e9 text_color #000000: Warning: We are not responsible if you brick your device. Do it at your own risk. (/su_note) Installation Instructions: Root Android 9.0 Pie on Meizu 16: We are not responsible if the rooting procedure does not work on your phone. Download and install the Magisk root on your phone. If you don't want a Magisk
rooting guide, then you can try SuperSU Root on Android Pie ROM. Hope this guide was useful for installing the Android 9.0 Pie update for Meizu 16. 16th place.
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